Adaptive spaced education improves learning efficiency: a randomized controlled trial.
Spaced education is a novel form of online education that harnesses the 2 psychology research findings of spacing and testing effects. Spaced education is delivered by daily emails containing clinically relevant multiple choice questions. To take advantage of the spacing effect the questions are repeated at fixed intervals for a fixed number of repetitions. An adaptive spaced education system was developed to customize spacing intervals and the number of repetitions based on learner knowledge level. To determine whether this system improves learning efficiency I performed a randomized trial to compare the learning efficiency of adaptive vs nonadaptive spaced education systems among surgery students at 2 medical schools. A total of 62 year 3 students were randomized to identical course content in adaptive or nonadaptive spaced education formats. The course consisted of 40 validated, spaced education items on the 4 urology topics benign prostatic hyperplasia, erectile dysfunction, prostate cancer and prostate specific antigen screening. The nonadaptive cohort received daily emails containing 2 questions with a linear review of the material 20 days after initial presentation. The adaptive cohort received daily emails via an adaptive algorithm that limited the repetition of mastered content. Each cohort completed a validated end of course test. The adaptive cohort answered significantly fewer spaced education items than the nonadaptive cohort (p = 0.001) but achieved comparable end of course test scores (p = 0.37). The adaptive algorithm increased learning efficiency by 38%. Adaptive spaced education boosts learning efficiency.